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Integrating GaN FETs with their drivers improves switching performance and simplifies GaN-based power-stage designs.

Gallium nitride (GaN) transistors can switch much faster than silicon MOSFETs, thus having the potential to achieve lower switching losses. At high slew rates, however, certain package types can limit GaN FET switching performance. Integrating the GaN FET and driver in the same package reduces parasitic inductances and optimizes switching performance. Integrating the driver also enables the implementation of protection features.

**Introduction**

Gallium nitride (GaN) transistors have switching performance advantages over silicon MOSFETs given their lower terminal capacitances for the same on-resistance and lack of a body diode with reverse-recovery loss. Because of these features, GaN FETs can switch at higher frequencies, improving power density and transient performance while maintaining reasonable switching losses.

GaN devices are traditionally packaged as a discrete device and driven with a separate driver, because GaN devices and drivers are based on different process technologies and may come from different manufacturers. Each package will have bond wires and/or leads that introduce parasitic inductance, as shown in [Figure 1a](#). When switching at high slew rates of tens to hundreds of volts per nanosecond, these parasitic inductances can cause switching loss, ringing and reliability issues.

Integrating the GaN transistor with its driver ([Figure 1b](#)) eliminates common-source inductance and significantly reduces the inductance between the driver output and GaN gate, as well as the inductance in driver grounding. In this paper, we

---

**Figure 1.** A GaN device driven by a driver in a separate package (a); and an integrated GaN/driver package (b).
will investigate issues and limitations caused by package parasitics. Optimizing these parasitics in an integrated package reduces parasitic issues and enables excellent switching performance at slew rates higher than 100 V/ns.

Simulation setup

To simulate the effects of parasitic inductances, we used a depletion-mode GaN half-bridge power stage in a direct-drive configuration (Figure 2). We set up the half bridge as a buck converter, with a bus voltage of 480 V, a 50 percent duty cycle with 50 ns of dead time (output voltage \(V_{OUT}\) = 240 V) and an inductor current of 8 A. The GaN gate is directly driven between the on and off voltage levels. A resistive drive sets the turn-on slew rate of the GaN device. A current source emulates an inductive load attached to the switch (SW) node in a continuous-conduction-mode buck converter.

Common-source inductance

One of the most important parasitic elements in high-speed switching is the common-source inductance (Lcs in Figure 1a), which limits the slew rate of the device's drain current. In a conventional TO-220 package, the GaN source is brought out through bond wires to a single lead, where both the drain current and gate current flow. This common-source inductance modulates the gate-source voltage as the drain current changes. The common source inductance – including bond wire and package lead – can be higher than 10 nH, limiting the slew rate (di/dt) and increasing switching losses.

With the integrated package shown in Figure 1b, the driver ground is wire-bonded directly to the source pad of the GaN die. This Kelvin source connection minimizes the common-source inductive path shared between the power loop and gate loop, allowing the device to switch at much higher current slew rates. A Kelvin source pin can be added to a discrete package; however, the additional pin makes it a nonstandard power package. The Kelvin-source pin also must be routed on the printed circuit board (PCB) back to the driver package, increasing gate-loop inductance.

Figure 3 shows hard-switching waveforms when a high-side switch turns on. With a 5-nH common-source inductance, the slew rate is cut in half due to the source degeneration effect. A lower slew rate translates to a longer transition time and leads
to higher cross-conduction losses, as seen in the energy consumption plots. With a 5-nH commonsource inductance, the energy loss increases from 53 µJ to 85 µJ, a 60 percent increase. Assuming a 100-kHz switching frequency, the power loss increases from 5.3 W to 8.5 W.

**Gate-loop inductance**

Gate-loop inductance includes both gate inductance and driver ground inductance. The gate inductance is the inductance between the driver output and GaN gate. With separate packages, gate inductance includes the driver output bond wire (Ldrv_out), the GaN gate bond wire (Lg_gan) and the PCB trace (Lg_pcb), as illustrated in Figure 1a.

Depending on package size, gate inductance can range from a few nanohenries (nH) for a compact surface-mount package (for example, a quad flat no-lead) to more than 10 nH for a leaded power package (for example, the TO-220). If the driver is integrated with the GaN FET on the same lead frame (Figure 1b), the GaN gate is directly bonded to the driver output, which can reduce the gate inductance to less than 1 nH. Package integration also can significantly reduce driver ground inductance (from Ldrv_gnd + Ls_pcb in Figure 1a to Lks in Figure 1b).

The reduction of gate-loop inductance has a great impact on switching performance, especially during turn off when the GaN gate is pulled down with a resistor. The resistor needs to be low enough so that the device does not turn back on when its drain is pulled high during switching. This resistor forms an inductor-resistor-capacitor (L-R-C) tank with the gate-source capacitance of the GaN device and the gate-loop inductance. Equation 1 expresses the Q factor as:

$$Q = \frac{1}{R} \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

With a larger gate-loop inductance, the Q factor increases and ringing becomes higher. This effect is simulated with a 1-Ω pull down to turn off the low-side GaN FET, which appears around 9.97 µs in Figure 4 where the gate-loop inductance is varied from 2 nH to 10 nH. In the 10-nH case, the low-side VGS rings 12 V below the negative gate bias. This significantly increases the stress on the GaN transistor gate. Note that overstressing the gate of any FET increases reliability concerns.

Gate-loop inductance also has a significant impact on hold-off capability. When the gate of the low-side device is held at the turn-off voltage, and the high-side device is switched on, the low-side drain-gate capacitance sources a large current into the gate’s hold-off loop. This current pushes the gate up through the gate-loop inductance. Figure 4 illustrates this event at around 10.02 µs. As inductance increases, the low-side VGS is pushed higher increasing the shoot-through current, which is visible from the high-side drain current plots (ID_HS). The shoot-through causes the cross-conduction energy loss (E_HS) to increase from 53 µJ to 67 µJ.

![Figure 4. Low-side turn-off and high-side turn-on waveform at different gate-loop inductances: red = 2 nH, green = 4 nH, blue = 10 nH. E_HS is the high-side energy consumption.](image)
One way to mitigate gate stress is to increase the pull-down resistance which in turn reduces the Q factor of the L-R-C tank, according to Equation (1). Figure 5 shows simulations with a 10-nH gate-loop inductance and pull-down resistance (Rpd) swept from 1 Ω to 3 Ω. Although the gate undershoot is limited to within a few volts below the negative bias with a 3-Ω pull down, hold-off capability becomes worse, causing larger shoot-through current. This is evident in the drain current plots.

The $E_{HS}$ energy plots show an additional 13-µJ loss in each switching cycle, an almost 60 percent increase from 53 µJ compared to a 2-nH gate-loop inductance and 1-Ω pull down (Figure 4).

Assuming a 100-kHz switching frequency, the power loss on the high-side device increases from 5.3 W to 8 W due to shoot-through caused by both high gate-loop inductance and high pull-down resistance. This additional power loss can make it very difficult to manage heat dissipation in the power devices and increases packaging and cooling costs.

It is possible to bias the gate to a more negative voltage to mitigate shoot-through, but that increases both the stress on gate, as well as dead-time loss when the device is in the third quadrant. Therefore, with high gate-loop inductance, the tradeoff between gate stress and device hold-off capability becomes difficult to manage. You would either have to increase gate stress or let the half-bridge shoot through, which increases cross-conduction loss and power-loop ringing and can cause safe operating area (SOA) issues. An integrated GaN/driver package provides low gate-loop inductance and minimizes both gate stress and shoot-through risks.

**GaN device protections**

Having the driver mounted on the same lead frame as the GaN transistor ensures their temperatures are close, since the lead frame is an excellent heat conductor. Thermal sensing and overtemperature protection can be built within the driver that shuts the GaN FET down when the sensed temperature goes beyond the protection limit.

A series MOSFET or a parallel GaN sense FET can be used to implement overcurrent protection. Both require low-inductance connections between the GaN device and its driver. Since GaN is usually switched very fast with large $di/dt$, extra inductance in the interconnection can cause ringing and requires a long blanking time to keep the current protection from misfiring. Integrating the driver ensures minimal inductive connections between the sensing circuit and the GaN FET so that the current-protection circuit can react as fast as possible to protect the device from overcurrent stress.
Figure 6. SW-node waveform of high-side turn on in a half-bridge buck (channel 2).

Bench-switching waveform

Figure 6 is the switching wave of a half-bridge created with two GaN devices in 8-mm-by-8-mm quad flat no-lead (QFN) packages with an integrated driver. Channel 2 shows the SW-node when the high-side device is hard-switched at a slew rate of 120 V/ns at a bus voltage of 480 V. The optimized driver-integrated package and PCB limits the overshoot to under 50V. Note the waveform was captured with a 1-GHz scope and probes.

Conclusion

The package integration of a GaN transistor with its driver eliminates common-source inductance, thus enabling high current-slew-rates. It also reduces gate-loop inductance to minimize gate stress during turn off and improves the device’s hold-off capability. Integration further allows designers to build effective thermal- and current-protection circuits for GaN FETs.

More information

- Find more information about GaN at www.ti.com/gan.
- Download the free software tool: TINA-TI.
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